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CONSTRUCTION 
DETAILS

Great care taken in 
construction process so 
that the mobile looks neat, 
creative, attractive, and 
carefully planned.

Construction was careful 
and accurate for the most 
part, but a few details 
could have been further 
refined to create a more 
attractive product.

Construction 
accurately follows the 
plans but a majority 
of the details need to 
be refined to present 
a more attractive 
product.

This looks like a 5yr old 
made it!

I can tell you just made 
this at midnight.

FACEBOOK ABOUT 
SECTION

The Facebook section 
includes: the protagonist’s 
name, work & education, 
places lived, contact and 
basic info, family and 
relationships, personal 
details, and life events. It is 
creatively illustrated and 
reflective of the 
protagonist.

You represent the 
protagonist through your 
Facebook section, but 
you are missing 1-3 of 
the following details: the 
protagonist’s name, work 
& education, places lived, 
contact and basic info, 
family and relationships, 
personal details, and life 
events.

You represent the 
protagonist through 
your Facebook 
section, but you are 
missing 4-6 of the 
following details: the 
protagonist’s name, 
work & education, 
places lived, contact 
and basic info, family 
and relationships, 
personal details, and 
life events.

You seem to have 
gathered your 
information about the 
protagonist from 
sources other than your 
own reading. It is 
evident you do not have 
a clear understanding of 
the protagonist.

Who is the 
protagonist? What do 
you know about them? 
I see no detailed 
information about this 
character.

SETTING MAP You successfully created a 
visual map of the setting of 
the novel. Your map is full 
of detail and creativity.

Your map is lacking 
creativity but does 
include the pertinent 
details from the novel.

The map is creative, 
but it is very generic 
and does not include 
any pertinent details 
from the novel.

Your map does not 
accurately represent the 
setting of the novel 
because it is lacking 
both creativity and 
detail.

I need a GPS to find 
this place!

TWITTER UPDATE You have a decorated 
card that delivers a 140 
character tweet in regards 
to a specific event in the 
novel. 

You have a card that 
delivers a 140 character 
tweet in regards to a 
specific event in the 
novel; however, it is not 
decorated to represent a 
twitter feed. 

You have a decorated 
card that delivers a 
tweet in regards to a 
specific event in the 
novel; however, you 
did not follow the 140 
character limit.

You have a decorated 
card that delivers a 140 
character tweet; 
however, you do not 
reference a specific 
event form the novel 
therefore the tweet is 
lacking meaning 

Tweet, Tweet! You 
have no focused twitter 
update OR its is 
completely irrelevant.

CHARACTER 
TATTOO

The tattoo is creative and 
detailed. It is clearly 
representative of the 
character getting inked. 
You have explained the 
symbolism and reason 
behind the tattoo.   

You have included a 
creative tattoo but you 
have failed to accurately 
explain the symbolism 
and reasoning behind it.

Your tattoo is 
somewhat generic 
and does not have a 
clear connection to 
the text and/or 
character. Your 
explanation does not 
fully support the 
tattoo. 

You have a random 
tattoo and there is no to 
explain as to what it 
represents. 

The tattoo parlor was 
closed; you didn’t get 
inked.

PLOT DIAGRAM You have completed a plot 
diagram that includes all 
of the following elements: 
exposition, conflict, rising 
action, climax, falling 
action, and resolution. You 
have also provided an 
accurate 1 sentence 
example of each of the 
above plot elements.  

You have completed a 
plot diagram that 
includes all of the 
following elements: 
exposition, conflict, rising 
action, climax, falling 
action, and resolution. 
However, you are 
missing  1-3 sentence 
examples of of the above 
plot elements.  

While you have 
provided a 1 
sentence example of 
each of the following 
plot elements: 
exposition, conflict, 
rising action, climax, 
falling action, and 
resolution; you have 
failed to complete a 
diagram.  

You have attempted 
both the diagram and 
sentence examples, 
several of your points 
are flawed and 
misrepresented.  

It’s a mountain, surely 
you know this.
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MEMORABLE QUOTE You have effectively 
identified a memorable 
quote from the novel and 
represented it in a 
creative manner. In 
addition, you have 
explained in detail what 
the quote means to you 
and how it fits the theme 
of the novel.  

You have effectively 
identified a memorable 
quote from the novel and 
represented it in a 
creative manner. 
However, your 
explanation does not 
clearly identify what the 
quote means to you and 
how it fits the theme of 
the novel.  

The quote you have 
identified is loosely 
representative of the 
novel, although not a 
memorable one. Your 
explanation of what 
the quote means to 
you is weak and you 
do not strongly 
identify how this 
quote fits the theme 
of the novel. 

You have identified a 
random quote from the 
novel and your 
explanation fails to 
identify what it means to 
you and how it fits into 
the theme of the novel.

What you said? Surely 
there was 
SOMETHING that you 
found important.

PROBLEM You have given a detailed 
explanation (at least 6 
sentences) of the problem 
the protagonist 
experiences in the novel.  

You have given a 
detailed explanation of 
the problem the 
protagonist experiences 
in the novel, but are 
missing 1-3 sentences.  

You have given a 
detailed explanation 
of the problem the 
protagonist 
experiences in the 
novel. However, you 
have failed to use 
complete sentences.  

Your explanation of the 
problem is vague and 
lacking important 
details.  

Even fairy tales have 
problems. What is the 
problem?

SOLUTION You have given a detailed 
explanation (at least 6 
sentences) of the solution 
to the problem the 
protagonist experiences in 
the novel.  

You have given a 
detailed explanation of 
solution to the problem 
the protagonist 
experiences in the novel, 
but are missing 1-3 
sentences.  

You have given a 
detailed explanation 
of solution to the 
problem the 
protagonist 
experiences in the 
novel. However, you 
have failed to use 
complete sentences.  

Your explanation of 
solution to the problem 
is vague and lacking 
important details.  

Every problem has to 
have a solution. What’s 
the solution?

THEME You have stated the theme 
of the novel in a complete 
sentence that is fully 
representative of the text. 
You have also included a 6 
sentence, detailed 
explanation of the theme.

You have stated the 
theme of the novel in a 
complete sentence that is 
fully representative of the 
text. However, your 
explanation of the theme 
is lacking details. 

You have stated the 
theme of the novel in 
a complete sentence 
that is fully 
representative of the 
text. While you have 
explained the theme, 
you have done so in 
less than 6 
sentences. 

Your theme is not a 
complete sentence.    
OR                        You 
have failed to write any 
sort of explanation 
about the theme. 

Every story has a 
theme. What is the 
overall message?

THE HANGER The hanger is decorated to 
represent the text and 
includes: book title, author, 
MLA book citation, and 
MLA heading block

The hanger is decorated 
to represent the text but 
is missing 1-2 of the 
following requirements: 
book title, author, MLA 
book citation, and MLA 
heading block

The hanger is  not 
decorated to 
represent the text; 
however, you have 
included the following 
elements:  book title, 
author, MLA book 
citation, and MLA 
heading block

The hanger is 
decorated to represent 
the text but does not  
include any of the 
required elements 
(book title, author, MLA 
book citation, and MLA 
heading block)

You didn’t create a 
mobile. You just have 
random note cards.

Overall: GUMS                    
(Grammar, Usage, 
Mechanics, Spelling)

You have proofed your 
project and it is free of any 
GUMS errors.

You have a few simple 
errors (1-4) but they do 
not distract from the 
overall project

You have some 
obvious errors 
throughout that at 
times interfere with 
the overall project.

You have a substantial 
amount of GUMS errors 
that greatly interfere 
with the understanding 
of your project

WOW, did U evn red 
dis? They’re R erors ev 
re ware!

Overall: 
Representation of 
story with accurate 
details 

You clearly read the book/
play with care and 
understand the elements 
of the plot, 
characterization, and 
setting. 

You understand the 
elements of the book/
play, but occasionally do 
not clearly articulate the 
elements and/or confuse 
some elements from 
either book.

You seem to have 
read the book/play 
but have 
misunderstood/
misinterpreted a few 
things along the way.

You have greatly 
misunderstood 
elements of the book/
play and it is unclear as 
to whether you actually 
read it. 

Did you read the book/
play or Sparksnotes?
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